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this day, 8:31 PM. 
1995. 

This emotion is… 
tangerines rotting on the kitchen table. 
...

a controversial yellow woman in maturation, skin becoming thinner, crispier by the day. 
pride and rind unravel.

her surrealist dreams melodramatic dreams subsiding for a new era of lowered 
expectations. this makes living easy. what does it take for a (một thời) Việt Minh’s and 
(một thời) guerrilla warrior’s grand-daughter to appreciate her seemingly over-
privileged, self-conscious life settled in Northern America? 
…

for how many years of the girl’s life has she been listening to father and uncles and 
aunts ruminating on upheavals of the past and chewing them over. What each broken 
person in her family has survived becomes a thread weaved through her, deep red 
swaying unorthodoxy.

each time a grandparent died, they became part of her she wills to remember… 
cat·a·clysm — “a sudden violent upheaval, especially in a political or social context” — 
the three wars in Indochina… 
In Việt Nam, ceramic bowls painted with bean-flowers began cracking midnight blue the 
day her grandfather walked by five french soldiers tossing his friends’ bloody corpses 
into the river… You can trace back a thousand more years and realize they all have 
been caught in a snarling net of being oppressed as well as oppressing. Western 
women’s magazines advise, when you love someone you have to let them go. The 
question for a vietnamese girl would be, when you love someone, what should you do to 
their oppressors. open your palm to release the spirit of self-deprecating laughter. split 
open that spirit, you can find broken pottery.
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Mai Lâm’s days of self-righteous doctrine are winding down. exhausting was her twenty-
first century perpetuation of vehement resistance against white people: french, 
american, etc. — “our colonizers”. Driving down a snowy slope way too fast. later, you’d 
realize you didn't know what you were doing, chasing justice. a young reckless child 
tasting bitter fruits of anger left behind by her grandparents. grandfather had five aliases 
during combat to maintain a nondescript guerrilla identity. bravery and cowardice are 
indistinguishable when you panic. you pick up that weapon or you hide; in a time of 
eating dirt and cassava, crawling in mazes and caves, … sometimes you still have the 
power of choice… you pick up that weapon or you hide. 

Now, onwards to modernity. In her: complications… 


